The importance of tradeoffs between spatial resolution and quantization noise has been examined in our previous work. Subjective experiments indicate that as the bitrate decreases, human observers generally prefer to reduce image resolution in order to maintain image quality, but the amount of distortion they are willing to accept increases with decreasing resolution. In this paper, we conducted further experiments with several images, different encoders, and a finer set of bitrates to determine the preferred resolution at each bitrate, and also the resolution at which there are no visible coding artifacts. Analysis of the subjective results using a wavelet-based perceptual quality metric verifies our earlier conclusion that human observers tend to reduce resolution in order to maintain image quality, but are willing to accept more artifacts as image size decreases.
INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of display and capture devices with varying characteristics and spatiotemporal resolution necessitates a scalable approach to image/video communication. The spatiotemporal resolution of the signal should depend on the transmission bandwidth and display device of each user, and should be determined with the help of an objective measure of image quality that takes into account the visibility of both the compression artifacts and the image/video signal. To gain an understanding of the tradeoffs between spatial resolution and quantization noise, we conducted subjective experiments [1] . We found that as the bitrate decreases, human observers generally prefer to reduce image resolution in order to maintain image quality, but the amount of distortion they are willing to accept increases with decreasing resolution. In this paper, we conducted further experiments with several images, different encoders, and a finer set of bitrates to obtain more precise results across image resolutions and bitrates. Four test images are employed in these experiments, two of which contain complicated imaee detailLs For the JPEG encodine we introduced the perceptually tuned visibility threshold for the discrete cosine transform (DCT) at six image heights which was proposed by Watson [2] . Also we carefully determined a wider and finer set of bitrates for image coders so as to avoid remarkable difference of perceived quality between each bitrate. In our previous work, the absolute perceived quality assessment was designed to obtain both numeric expression of the subjective image quality and the perceptually transparent noise level, then the highest level of subjective quality was compared to the most preferable spatial resolution. In this work, we designed a new experiment named the critical noise perception assessment. Throughout the experiments, the subjects were asked to distinguish the original image from the coded one at various resolutions and bitrates for the four images. We precisely drew the critical bitrates at which the human eye cannot or can recognize compression artifacts, then compared it to result of the relative perceived quality assessment. For obvious understanding of the tendency of the most preferable resolutions, we selected an image quality metric different from the previous one, the wavelet-based metric by Watson et al. [3] , which gives a numeric expression of image quality computed at the same spatial resolution. Several viewing conditions were also refined in the experimental environment.
Analysis of the subjective results using perceptual quality metrics verifies our earlier conclusion that human observers tend to reduce resolution in order to maintain image quality, but are willing to accept more artifacts as image size decreases. We are in progress of development of image quality metric incorporating both signal visibility and noise visibility.
IMAGE QUALITY METRICS
Media signal processing inevitably involves distortion on the signal. A measure that provides an evaluation of the incurred distortion finds many applications in compression, transmission, and enhancement. The measure is conventionally termed a quality metric or a quality measure and can be formulated within two extreme perspectives. On the one end of the spectrum is the subjective measure, in which the evaluation is accomplished through a process that reflects the human assessment. On the other end of the spectrum is the objective measure(s), which are customarily defined on the mean squared error between corresponding signals. In between, there are a number of hybrids that attempt to establish a measure, which can be computed from the signal directly and yet draw a very close approximation of the subjective result without any cumbersome procedure in administering the human assessment process.
It is important to note that these conventional measures are de- To obtain a better understanding of the displaying and viewing parameters with an ultimate goal of designing image quality metrics for scalable image coding applications, we conducted various subjective experiments upon tradeoffs between compression artifacts and spatial resolution. First, a series of compressed images at different bitrates, which are carefully chosen for covering wider perceptual quality then the previous results [I] , are generated and then downsampled by optimal sinc-function. The subject tests are designed along two aspects: critical noise perception assessment and relative perceived quality assessment. The first aspect is measurement of the critical compression noise level at which human cannot or barely recognize compression artifact. The second one is measurement of the most preferable resolution.
SUBJECTIVE TEST SETUP
One of psychophysical experiments for analyzing the effect of spatial resolution in image quality assessment is [4] , which formed a basis of modem image quality analysis. However, the specific tradeoffs we examine in this work were not addressed in the paper. Exploring tradeoffs between spatial resolution and image compression artifacts to obtain the perceptually optimal compression conditions at a given coding algorithm and a bitrate is our goal. As we discussed above, two subjective tests were designed as follows: The critical noise perception assessment aims at pointing the noise transparent bitrate at every image and its spatial resolution. We showed an observer two images, the original image and the decoded one then asked to differentiate the original one A combination of two images are randomly ordered when displayed In the relative perceived quality assessment, which is the main goal of this paper, we presented image in seven different spatial resolutions, and asked to make a choice of the most preferred image at a fixed bitrate in terms of overall image quality, i.e., including both distortion artifacts and image size. The test environment is in Figure 1 (b) .
We used four test images: Lena, Bank, cropped Bike, cropped Woman, shown in Figure 2 . For the JPEG encoding, we used a visibility model presented by Watson [2] , which computes the visibility thresholds for the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients at six image heights. For the JPEG2000 encoding, the number of DWT decomposition levels is set to 5, codeblock size is set to 32. The images are first compressed by JPEG or JPEG2000 at a number of bitrates which are previously selected as shown in age, so that the viewing angle for the highest resolution image is 2 arctan(1/12) 9.530. In the actual test, the observers were allowed enough time to make their decisions and to view the original test images before and during the test. The ordering of images and coders are randomized to avoid any biases, but the bitrates in the relative perceived quality assessment decreases at every test. Again, the bitrates in the critical noise perception assessment begin at the mid-level bitrates and remaining bitrates are actively determined according to the observers' answers in order to abridge a number of unnecessary measurements.
Quantitative expressions of image quality are computed between the originals and the decoded images at the same resolution by the Wavelet-based metric developed by Watson et al. [3] . The linear-phase 9/7 biorthogonal filters are used for signal decomposition, then the baseline sensitivity thresholds, Ti,k, for the wavelet decomposition were measured. Here k denotes the subband index and i the coefficient location in the subband image. The overall image distortion "Perceptual Masked Error (PME)" is then computed with DP { r 1 k Qik } (1) where bi,k is the subband coefficient of the reference image, bi,k is corresponding coefficient of the distorted image, and Ti,k is the visibility threshold. Here we will use Q = 2. In order to become PME comparable to traditional error metrics, we define the "masked peak signal-to-noise ratio (MPSNR)" as MPSNR= 10 logl0 D2 (2) A detailed description of this metric can be found in [5].
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the analysis of the result of the critical noise perception assessment, the median of all votes were employed. The results of images, bank and woman, are given in Figure 3 . At a given resolution, images coded over the bitrates above each median value are perceptually noise-transparent. Obviously, the images generated by JPEC2000 have lower critical bitrates than images by JPEG. Note that the bank image contains complicated details and the woman image has comparatively less details The bank image thus has higher critical bitrates than woman image does. Therefore, in the woman coded by JPEG 2000, the images with resolutions lower than 128 128 are nearly noise transparent even at 0t bpp. For comparison of the result to an objective image quality, the critical bitrates are drawn (with shaded cells) in Table 2 . Similar to the results in the subjective test, the objective quality decreases as bitrate decreases or spatial resolution increases; conversely, it increases as bitrate increases or spatial resolution decreases. In particular, at low resolution, the bitrate, which is closely related to quantization level in the encoder, does not seriously affect the subjective and objective quality. It explains two important findings that people are able to accept more distortion for low resolution images and bitrate needs to be determined not only by a target quality but by other parameters, e.g. spatial resolution and viewing distance.
To analyze the results of the relative perceived quality assessment, the median values of the most preferable resolution are obtained. Figure 4 shows all the votes of observers and the median values for the image bike. On top of the human eye's basic preference to a higher resolution and less distorted image, Figure 4 also depicts their tradeoffs substantially.
Comparison of the two sets of tests leads us to another result that people tends to maintain perceptual quality at every spatial resolution as presented in bold numbers in Table 2 . A tendency to maintain quality around 59.00 dB over various bitrates can be found in both (a) and (b) of Table 2 . Comparison of the noisetransparent level and the most preferable resolution at a fixed resolution implies that people are willing to accept more distortion. For example, at 128 x 128 of Bank JPEG2000, the bitrates can be lowered from 0.5 bpp down to 0.18 bpp. Therefore, the level difference at a fixed resolution, i.e. the resolution at a noise transparent bitrate and most preferable resolutions, is equivalent to perceptual tolerance over noise-transparent condition. In this example, 3 .69 dB of noise can be more added over the noise-transparent condition without sacrifice of perceptual quality.
CONCLUSION
Noise visibility of the compressed image over various spatial resolutions and bitrates in various types of images is studied for a framework of image quality metric. Since most of the image quality metric incorporate just the visibility of noise not the visibility of signal itself, analysis of tradeoff between the spatial resolution and the quantization noise is highly necessary in the scalable image compression application.
We designed subjective tests along two aspects, the critical noise perception and the relative perceived quality to explore such tradeoffs. A series of compressed images at different bitrates, which are carefully determined for covering wide perceptual quality, is generated. Lower resolution images were then produced by optimal sinc-function upsampling and downsampling in integer 2959 
